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Brainstorming 
Bottom Line
Goals of Brainstorming:
• Breadth of thinking
• Practical ideas
• Creativity

When Brainstorming occurs:
• Asked as a specific question by the interviewer
• As you develop ideas/recommendations

1
Structure:
• Take a minute to organize your thoughts
• Create 3-4 groups/categories of ideas

2
Be comprehensive:
• Identify as many ideas as possible
• Identify ideas across a broad range of issues/areas

3 Stay organized – avoid speaking ideas randomly

4
Give details, but, not in the weeds
• “Improve marketing” is too high level
• “Optimizing SEO using X services” might be too detailed

5
Listen to the question that prompts the brainstorm:
• Could ask you for as many ideas as possible
• Could ask you for a few ideas and to explain

6 Make ideas real – explain what is needed for them to work or 
what risks/considerations might occur connected to the idea

7 Don’t filter ideas – at first

8 Prioritize your ideas after the brainstorm is complete – select the 
2-3 you believe are the best fit, and offer criteria
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Case Practice
Brainstorming
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Brainstorming
Instructions
Goals of Brainstorming:
• Breadth of thinking
• Practical ideas
• Creativity

1 Pam will review the scenario
Note: We will be brainstorming different categories of content

2 You will have 2 minutes per scenario

3 Identify 5-7 (or try for 10) brainstorm items based on the scenario 
and question

4

Seek to organize your brainstorm in some way:
- Internal / external
- Financial / non-financial
- By function
- ST / MT / LT

5 Pam will ask each student on the webinar to state one item on 
your brainstorm list

6 We will repeat for the remaining scenarios – Keep pushing 
creativity and bold ideas! 
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Situation #1
Keurig is a leading manufacturer of coffee brewers for home
and commercial use, along with coffee pods, carafes, and
accessories.

Your firm has been hired to review their current sales strategy
– the client has some strategies in mind, but, would like to
make sure they have considered all their options to focus on
the most optimal opportunities.

The main focus is consumer products, which today are sold
online and through a variety of retailers such as
BedBathandBeyond and Target.

Brainstorm Question:

Compile a list of all the possible sales strategies that you think 
Keurig should employ, focused on its consumer products.
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NOTES

Comments | Reflections – After Solution Review
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SOLUTION SUGGESTIONS
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Case Practice 8

# Brainstorm Ideas – Case Situation #1

1 Establish company-owned stores

2 Create Keurig-experience stores

3 Work with existing retailers to create a branded, in-store area

4 Build on the exciting trend with food trucks and create a 
Keurig mobile coffee truck

5 Partner with leading technology firms to integrate an app into 
the coffee maker

6 Use social media and crowdsourcing to identify new coffee 
ideas and flavors

7 Work with restaurants to offer self-service coffee

8 Create Keurig spots in airports and other high traffic/fast
moving areas

9 Create Keurig ATMs or Kiosks in shopping malls or office lobbies

10 Expand the international footprint



Situation #2
Your client is a provider of luxury, active vacations around
the world, mostly involving biking and walking.

They are aware of the uncertainty in the global economy
and would like to run through scenarios that would
demonstrate the impact on their operations.

You focus is investigating the impact on their private travel
segment, which represents about 35% of their overall profits.

Note: Private trips can be for 2 individuals, and up to small
groups of 12.

Brainstorm Question:

What INFORMATION would you need to determine the 
impact on profits.
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Comments | Reflections – After Solution Review
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SOLUTION SUGGESTIONS
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# Brainstorm Ideas – Case Situation #2

1 Total number of private trips from the prior year

2 Average # of people per private trip from the prior year

3 Average revenue per private trip from prior year

4 Demographic profile of travelers on private trips

5 Overall market size of profile of travelers who are the target for 
private trips

6 Average variable cost per trip / Fixed costs for private trips / 
overhead costs

7 Competition in industry and trends, potential substitutes

8 Industry research/trends about luxury tourism

9 Estimates to changes in key metrics – to build a forecast of 
financial impact

10 New initiatives the firm has in place to attract travelers and 
improve the experience



Situation #3
You are working with a frozen novelty company, Frozen Bert,
who has been a long-time client to the firm.

The recently hired a new CEO who was brought in to
increase the profitability of the company.

Currently, the company produces frozen novelties in a
variety of different flavors, forms, and packaging, selling
largely at major grocery retailers. Products include popsicles,
fudgsicles, and fruitscicles in a variety of flavors and forms.

The company has always performed well financially, but, for
about the last eight quarters, has seen a small, but, steady
decline in profits.

Brainstorm Question:

What are the potential ROOT CAUSES for the decline in
profitability?
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Comments | Reflections – After Solution Review
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SOLUTION SUGGESTIONS
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# Brainstorm Ideas – Case Situation #3

1 Overall market decline for interest in the product

2 Entrance of new competitors

3 Company-specific sales decline due to product offerings not 
of interest

4 Rising costs that are eroding margins

5 Lost shelf space at grocers due to substitute products (other 
frozen treats)

6 Decline in product quality due to change in manufacturing 
process

7 Reduced investments or less effective investments in 
marketing

8 Missing trends like new flavors

9 Internal inefficiencies creating higher costs

10 Ineffective sales/account management, decreasing
relationship value



Lessons from Practice
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Other notes:
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Brainstorming
Takeaways



Excel In Case Interviews
Wrap-up
Key Messages

1 Thank you!

2 Make practice a habit

3 Work à Review à Apply à Go back to early 
problems

4 Support each other

5 Be confident – mindset + skills
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